countdown ELEPHANT™
USER MANUAL & TIPS TO PLAY

DROP IN & PLAY!

MODE 1: (FOR TINY)
I’M A PUT & TAKE TOY!
Trunk Up, Feel Up & Wobble

WHEN PLAYING IN MODE 1:
PRESS 123 or 4 for counting and songs.

1...2...3...4

Little catch at trunk’s end slows the roll to keep balls close.

PLAYING WITH YOUR ELEPHANT

Caring for Your Elephant
A Clean Elephant is a Happy Elephant! Just a little wiping with a slightly damp cloth will do the trick!
No – Sun, Heat, Water, Hard Surface Landings
This breed of Elephant is not a fan of direct sunlight or heat nor is it ok getting wet or crashing landing on hard surfaces.

Battery Tip
Pop out those batteries during extended play breaks.

Elephant Behaving Strangely?
If your Elephant starts acting strangely we suggest you:
1. Turn it off and then on again.
2. If that doesn’t do the trick, remove batteries and give it a minute or three before putting them back in and turning back on.
3. If that fails, it’s time to test new batteries.
4. And if all of the above doesn’t return this Elephant back to its proper state, call the experts, we’ll help.

CARE TIPS FOR YOUR ELEPHANT

ELEPHANT HANDLING:

- Make sure your Elephant is clean and dry before play.
- Avoid placing it on hard surfaces or in direct sunlight.
- Remove the batteries whenever the Elephant is not in use to prevent damage.

Volume – Low to High (Based on popular demand)

Volume Control

- Press 123 and create a song as balls drop in and slide down.

MODE 2: (FOR TODDLERHOOD)
TRUNK DOWN, FEET DOWN
Fill & Ball Slide
Ball Sort

WHEN PLAYING IN MODE 2:
PRESS 123 drop balls in and count up to 10!

... - I take naps after playtime. But I’m a light sleeper. A tiny touch will wake me up!

Hey Parents!
babies love to model you, show them how I work and they will do it too!

Color match ball to feet for more put and take fun.